
Cleco LiveWire I-Wrench for Production 

Your smart and flexible Torque & Angle Wrench 

Our Cleco LiveWire™ I-Wrench is a true all-around production tool to meet your flexible manufacturing needs. It is 

the perfect tool for advanced threaded tightenings. Additionally, it is suitable for your production line, enabling you to 

utilize both torque and angle tightening strategies.  

The patented measuring system for the angle of rotation, the navigation by color display with touch screen or 

navigation buttons, the long battery life of the rechargeable battery of nine hours and the large memory capacity of 1 

GB for 20,000 values or 20,000 curves or 1,000 parameter sets make the Cleco Live Wire I-Wrench the most flexible 

and versatile wireless torque & angle wrench available on the market.  

You can operate the wrench via mPro400GC (Global Controller), PC /HMI (mProRemote Software), directly to server 

or via remote. Your data and curves get transmitted to the Global Controller by 2.4 and 5.0 GHz WIFI. You can 

realize torque control with angle monitor respectively angle control with torque monitor with unbelievable accuracy: 

+/- 0.5% deviation between 20 and 100% of the torque capacity, +/- 1.0% deviation between 10 and 20% of the 

torque capacity and +/- 0.5° display deviation of the angle.  

You can order the Cleco LiveWire I-Wrench in different standard configurations. You choose between Tools with or 

without Barcode Reader, rubber protection, head detection and WIFI module come automatically with the tool. Easily 

build your torque & angle wrench with our nomenclature. Additionally, we offer a variety of accessories such as tool 

recognition programming unit, tool charging cradle, additional battery, external battery charger, USB cable or dual 

access point. Also, please do not forget to order the adequate ratchet for your application as well as the suitable 

socket which we would gladly like to offer you from our Apex Bits & Sockets assortment.  
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